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BUDGET IMPLICATIONS FOR SMMEs
BUSINESS AND CHALLENGES AS USUAL?

ALTHOUGH THE CHALLENGES
ARE BIG, THEY ARE NOT
INSURMOUNTABLE, AND THIS
COUNTRY CAN ONCE AGAIN
RISE TO BECOME THE ECONOMIC
POWERHOUSE OF AFRICA – GIVE
THE SMALL BUSINESSES A CHANCE

Although most of the focus on the 2019
budget was on rescuing Eskom and trying
to curb expenditure and reduce debt in
order to appease rating agencies, Minister
Tito Mboweni did provide some support
for small, micro and medium enterprises
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(SMMEs). He allocated R481,6 million to the Small Enterprise Development
Agency (SEDA) to expand its small business incubation programme.
This three-year programme is designed to strengthen technology
commercialisation and harness the entrepreneurship of the technology
community in South Africa. Any registered SMME that is struggling to grow
qualifies for incubation at one of the 54 SEDA-supported incubators, although
each incubator has its own recruitment/selection process that is unique to
their sector.
Through incubation, SMMEs can develop skills, knowledge and expand
their markets which in turn should lead to increased profitability and growth
and ultimately to an increase in jobs. The budgetary allocation is welcome
especially because, in the words of Ms Mandisa Tshikwatamba, CEO of
SEDA, ‘in the South African context, they also drive the transformation
agenda and promote economic inclusion to undo the legacy of our past’.
Over the next three years, R1,8 billion will also be allocated for the
implementation of 262 priority land-reform projects and R3,7 billion has
been set aside to assist emerging farmers seeking to acquire land to farm.
The Land Bank has also been allocated R3 billion to disburse in support of
smallholders and to leverage partnerships with other financial institutions.
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Industrial incentives will also be
bolstered by R19,8 billion, of which
R600 million is going to the clothing
and textile competitive programme.
Mr Mboweni stated that this should
support 35 500 existing jobs and create
about 25 000 new jobs over the next
three years – hopefully boosting small
business development.
The Jobs Fund, whose role is to cofinance projects (within enterprise
development, infrastructure
investment, support for work seekers
and institutional capacity-building)
that will significantly contribute to job
creation, will receive R1,1 billion over
the next three years due to its success
of creating over 200 000 jobs since its
inception in 2011 and its disbursement
of R4,6 billion in grant funding.
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SMMEs should hopefully also benefit
from the Infrastructure Fund initiative.
This initiative was announced by
the President in 2018 to encourage
collaboration between the public and
private sector to transform public
infrastructure delivery. The Government
has confirmed its commitment to
contribute R100 billion over 10 years
to this initiative. Encouraging small
businesses to do business with the
state is one of Government’s aims.
In light of this (and as a result of
complaints raised by SMMEs) a new
Public Procurement Bill, which will
consolidate various procurement
laws into a single framework, is being
finalised by Government. This new
Bill will allow for greater participation
of black-, youth- and women-owned

businesses in state procurement, again,
hopefully also benefiting the SMME
sector.
With regard to doing business with
Government and in general, the
World Bank has compiled a series
of annual reports (entitled the Doing
Business reports) investigating the
regulations that enhance business
activity and those that constrain it.
The Doing Business report provides
objective measures of business
regulations and their enforcement
across 190 economies and selected
cities for a small and medium-sized
company through its life cycle. This
report indicates that South Africa has
dropped from an overall ranking of 32
in 2008 to 82 (out of 190 countries) in
2019. In respect of the ease of doing
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business, South Africa has a score of
66,03 out of 100. To put this score into
context, other African and developing
countries such as Mauritius, Thailand
and Turkey all outperform South Africa
on this ranking (79,58, 78,45 and 74,33
respectively). This report has caught
the Presidency’s eye and Invest SA
has been mandated by the Presidency
to introduce reforms to address and
manage South Africa’s Investment
Climate Reform Programme with a
view to creating an enabling business
environment and augmenting the
Presidential Investment Drive. The
purpose of the reform initiative is to
improve South Africa’s ranking on the
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business
survey, to substantively improve
South Africa’s business environment,
and to influence investor perception
positively in view of President Cyril
Ramaphosa’s investment drive to
bring R1 trillion in investment to the
South African economy. Despite the
methodological concerns with the
Doing Business rankings, the steps
taken by the Presidency to improve the
ease of doing business in South Africa
are most definitely welcomed and we
look forward to the findings and reform
suggestions stemming from Invest SA’s
investigation.
From a tax perspective, a review of the
SMME tax incentives was mentioned in
the 2018 budget speech, but no further
details about this review have been
forthcoming other than the statement
that the venture capital company
regime will be evaluated in line with
its objectives during 2019/20 and that
the misalignment between the stated
objectives and the provisions of the
special economic zones regime will
be reviewed (no time frame provided).
When considering the tax rates for the
different types of small businesses, the
tax rates for micro businesses remained
unchanged from 2018/19 (see table
1), but the tax rates for small business
corporations changed ever so slightly
for the 2019/20 year of assessment
resulting in R59,50 (previously R168)
less tax payable for businesses which
earn less than R79 000 (table 2).
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Table 1 Turnover tax rates for micro businesses
Taxable turnover

Rate of tax

R0 – R335 000

0% of taxable turnover

R335 001 – R500 000 1% of taxable turnover above R335 000
R500 001 – R750 000 R1 650 + 2% of taxable turnover above R500 000
R750 001 and above

R6 650 + 3% of taxable turnover above R750 000

Table 2 Tax rates for small business corporations
Taxable turnover

Rate of tax

R0 – R79 000

0% of taxable income

R79 001 – R365 000

7% of taxable income above R79 000

R365 001 – R550 000 R20 020 + 21% of taxable income above R365 000
R550 001 and above

R58 870 + 28% of the amount above R550 000

Although it appears funds have been generously allocated (indirectly) to SMMEs
in South Africa, not much has been provided about the actual effectiveness of
most of the reforms and incubator programmes for SMMEs. For instance, the
2018 budget speech indicated that work is being done to provide crucial funding
to innovative small businesses when they need it most and he announced that a
fund with an allocation of R2,1 billion over the medium term is being developed
between the Department of Small Business Development, Department of
Science and Technology and National Treasury to benefit SMEs during the early
start-up phase. The money would be used to nurture and support entrepreneurs.
However, how this would be done was not elaborated on. No further elaborations
or progress updates were provided in the 2019 Budget either. Knowing if the
proposed outcome was achieved is essential to guide further fiscal prioritisation.

CONCLUSION
Although SMME funding from Government is necessary, providing funding
without proper planning, implementation and evaluation is a recipe for disaster.
Conventional approaches appear to have been followed in the budget, which is
understandable due to local and global economic conditions, but what is needed
are bold actions to create an environment that stimulates good ideas, risk-taking
and new ways of thinking. Unfortunately, it appears that this will not happen until
the country sees accountability by those that have caused the financial crisis in the
country and taxpayer morale and trust in the Government is restored.
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AN INCREASE NOT ONLY IN
WORKFORCE, BUT ALSO IN
DURABILITY OF THE WORKFORCE,
WILL BODE WELL FOR OUR
ECONOMY

President Cyril Ramaphosa hosted an
investment conference in 2018 with the
key message that ‘South Africa is open for
business’. Finance Minister Tito Mboweni
announced in his maiden budget speech
on 20 February 2019 that R300 billion
was pledged by the private sector at this
conference.
This is set out as part of the Minister’s
opening remarks in the budget speech in
addressing the first of five tasks that the
President set out for his cabinet in his State
of the Nation Address on 16 February 2019.
That task is to accelerate inclusive economic
growth and create jobs. Among the six
initiatives set out by the Minister is the
increase of the income eligibility threshold
for the employment tax incentive.
The employment tax incentive (ETI) was
brought into existence by the Employment
Tax Incentive Act, 2013, as amended.
The ETI was promulgated to encourage
employment of young, inexperienced
workers, with the Minister proudly
announcing in the budget speech that 1,1
million young people’s jobs are currently
supported by the ETI. The tax expenditure
associated with the ETI is R4,3 billion in the
2017/18 period.
The ETI was initially set to run until 1
January 2017, then amended in 2016 to
run until 28 February 2019. The most
recent amendment to the period was in
2018 with the ETI now set to run until
28 February 2029. In essence, the ETI
allows an eligible employer that employs
qualifying employees a reduction of his
monthly employees’ tax liability. An eligible
employer is an employer registered with
SARS to withhold and pay employees’
tax and is neither any sphere of our
government nor disqualified by the Minister
from receiving the ETI. The definition of a
qualifying employee is broader but the main
requirement is that it must be someone
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between the ages of 18 and 29 years, receiving remuneration of less than
R6 000 a month.
The budget speech increases the eligible remuneration bands. As of 1 March
2019, the bands are (i) income less than R2 000, (ii) income of R2 000 – R 4 500
(currently R4 000); and (iii) income of R4 500 − R6 500. The increase is said to
cater for inflation.
The Government is closely monitoring the ETI, with chapter 4 of the budget
speech setting out some of the findings of a review conducted by the National
Economic Development and Labour Council on the ETI. The review found
that the ETI resulted in more jobs being created, with no evidence of older
workers being displaced as a result of younger workforce, along with halting job
losses. The most significant finding of the review is that employers tended to
retain workers at the end of the two-year incentive period as employees had,
as a result of the ETI, gained the relevant experience. The young employees
themselves indicated that the ETI initiative has the result of providing them with
opportunities they would not otherwise have had.
Given the current numbers of youth employed on the back of the ETI, it goes
without saying that the extension of the time period for the incentive, as well as
the increase in income bands, will lead to an increase in employed youth. The
ETI is a definite win in the Cabinet’s task list to ‘accelerate inclusive economic
growth and create jobs’.
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BUDGET SPEECH 2019
EXPECT CHANGES TO THE WAY WE DO TRANSFER PRICING

IT IS CLEAR FROM FINANCE
MINISTER TITO MBOWENI’S
BUDGET SPEECH THAT SARS WILL
STRENGTHEN ITS IT TEAM AND
RELATED SYSTEMS TO ASSIST
WITH THE COLLECTION OF MORE
TAX. SARS ALSO INTENDS TO
INCREASE ITS INFORMATIONSHARING AGREEMENTS WITH
SOUTH AFRICAN ALLIES TO
HELP FIGHT CROSS-BORDER TAX
EVASION. IN RECENT YEARS,
THE SUBMISSION OF TRANSFER
PRICING DOCUMENTATION HAS
BECOME COMPULSORY

What is important to note from the
budget speech is that the government
will review the ‘affected transaction’
definition as it stands in the arm’s
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length transfer pricing rules. Section 31 of the Income Tax Act currently defines
an ‘affected transaction’. This differs from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Model Tax Convention, where transfer
pricing rules apply to transactions between ‘associated enterprises’.
The difference between affected transactions and associated enterprises is
significant. It is important to note that the concept of associated enterprises
might prevent the application of the arm’s length principle. If a broad
interpretation of associated enterprises is adopted it may also lead to the arm’s
length principle being applied to situations for which it was not intended.
Internationally, various views exist in relation to the meaning of the term
‘associated enterprises’. The concept of what an associate enterprise means
differs vastly from country to country, with several countries adopting a
broader concept. Countries that apply a narrow definition of associated
enterprises look at the de jure relationships (practices that are legally
recognised) such as the participation in capital and management. This concept
is applied by the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. It is also important to
note that this is in line with the OECD’s guidance. As this is limited to de jure
control, relationships are generally covered by company law.
Countries with a broader concept of associated enterprises look at not only
the de jure relationships but also at de facto relationships (practices that exist
in reality, even if it is not officially recognised). Often, de facto relationships
can be contrary to the purpose of the arm’s length principle. Countries such as
Brazil, India and China follow this line of thinking.
Finally, countries such as the United States, Germany and Norway follow
an open-ended concept of associated enterprises, based on control. These
countries focus on the reality of control and not on the form or mode. What is
important for these countries is whether their actions influence their decisions.
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Accordingly, as an example:
Companies A, B and C are
independent companies that have
jointly created a joint venture (JV),
with each company holding a 33,3%
shareholding. According to the South
African connected person definition
these companies would be connected
to the JV due to their shareholding
being in excess of 20% and no other
party holding the majority voting rights.
However, this is different in other
countries where 50%+ shareholding
is required. In countries such as
Norway, the domestic law in relation
to associated enterprise would state
that a controlling interest would be
required. Therefore, should a decision
be made with regard to the controlling
interest of the JV, it would be hard to
argue that this would not fall within
the associated enterprise's definition,
even though the de facto shareholding
might not apply, and this would be
treated differently if the situation took
place in the United Kingdom.
However, from the budget speech,
the government proposes to review
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the scope of these rules to determine
whether the definition in the Income
Tax Act should be changed to be
more in line with that of the OECD
definition. This will be interesting
and might create further changes to
the way taxpayers document their
international transactions as the
element of ‘control’ would play a much
bigger role, as would be required under
the concept of associated enterprises.
Further, should South Africa follow
the examples of their Brics partners,
we could expect situations where the
arm’s length principle could be wrongly
applied to open market situations
without any intention of tax avoidance
or evasion.

NOTES
Currently, as it stands in section 31 of the Income
Tax Act, ‘affected transaction’ means ‘any
transaction, operation, scheme, agreement or
understanding
where −
(a) that transaction, operation, scheme,
agreement or understanding has been directly
or indirectly entered into or effected between

or for the benefit of either or both −
(i) (aa) a person that is a resident; and
(bb) any other person that is not a resident;
(ii) (aa) a person that is not a resident; and
(bb) a
 ny other person that is not a resident
that has a permanent establishment in
the Republic to which the transaction,
operation, scheme, agreement or
understanding relates;
(iii) (aa) a
 person that is a resident; and
(bb) a
 ny other person that is a resident
that has a permanent establishment
outside the Republic to which the
transaction, operation, scheme,
agreement or understanding relates;
or
(iv) (aa) a person that is not a resident; and
(bb) a
 ny other person that is a controlled
foreign company in relation to any
resident, and those persons are
connected persons in relation to one
another; and
(b) any term or condition of that transaction,
operation, scheme, agreement or
understanding is different from any term or
condition that would have existed had those
persons been independent persons dealing at
arm’s length …’
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ATTEMPT TO REDUCE
ILLICIT FUND FLOWS

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS IN
CURBING ILLICIT CROSS-BORDER
FLOWS BETWEEN AUTHORISED
DEALERS, THE SARB AND SARS
WILL BE ENHANCED BY THE
SUGGESTED CHANGES TO
LEGISLATION AND PROTECT
SOUTH AFRICA’S RESERVES

The Minister of Finance, Mr Tito Mboweni,
announced in the 2019 budget speech
that there will be legislative changes to
allow SARS to share information with
stakeholders to curb smuggling and illicit
fund flows.
This is encouraging in a time where it
is no secret that fraud and corruption in
our country are at an all-time high and
that the fiscus needs more money in the
coffers. One of the areas that is riddled
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with criminal activity is imports and exports. This issue has been raised by
Parliament, National Treasury and SARS regularly over the last couple of
years; however, very little has been achieved in curbing this fraud as the
fraudsters are always one step ahead due to investigations by competent
fraud units being diminished in recent years.
The former Group Executive: Tax and Customs Enforcement Investigation
Unit, Johann van Loggerenberg, stated in June 2018 that the R7 billion per
year tax evasion in the tobacco industry is the tip of the iceberg. He left
SARS during a tobacco investigation called Project Honey Badger in which
SARS investigated 15 criminal cases against tobacco manufacturers and
importers that should have resulted in revenue collection of R3 billion in the
2014/15 financial year − however these cases were never completed due to
the disbandment of this unit.
Mr Mboweni has been crucified by the EFF and other opposition parties
after his maiden medium-term budget speech in 2018 for not addressing the
issue of illicit fund flows. In a statement issued by the EFF in October 2018,
the EFF registered ‘its utter disappointment that there was no mention of
dealing with the phenomenon of illicit financial flows, tax base erosion and
tax avoidance by in the main, multinational companies. In a situation where
revenue collection is not meeting the needs of our budget, a policy statement
that does not speak to the phenomenon of illicit financial flows is totally
unacceptable.’
In May 2018, Mark Kingon, the acting SARS Commissioner, acknowledged
to the Parliament’s Standing Committee on Finance that SARS has in the
recent past not effectively dealt with illicit fund flows and other illegal flows
of capital. A multi-disciplinary working group across regulators and other
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stakeholders has been established to deal with these issues
to curb the illegal movement of funds from South Africa to
other countries. Kingon committed to change this with the reestablishment of the Large Business Unit and Illicit Economy
Team. ‘The decision, made by the Acting Commissioner
and the SARS Executive Committee, was based on the
pivotal role that these units play in enabling SARS to provide
effective and efficient service to large corporate taxpayers,
and in fighting illicit trade in the country.’

goods’ arrival in RSA, the client is required to submit a
document to the authorised dealer to verify against the
SARB’s import verification system. If the documents
are not presented in the required period from the date
of payment, the client is reported to the SARB for noncompliance, which may result in the client being restricted
by the SARB from performing further advance payments
until they present documents.

The Minister announced during the budget speech that
SARS’ new Illicit Economy Unit to fight the trade in illicit
cigarettes and tobacco has been launched in August
2018. It is possible that the investigation against Adriano
Mazzotti that resulted in a warrant of execution obtained
in the North Gauteng High Court on Monday 17 February
2019 is the first successful investigation by this unit.

Importers use the advance payments to get money offshore and bring in goods at a lesser value or no goods as
they forge pro forma invoices and use the customs client
number of other importers to get the payment approved.
By the time that the period expires to submit the relevant
evidence of the receipt of the goods, the fiscus has already
been detrimentally impacted as the money has already left
the country.

Another area of concern to SARS and authorised dealers
is the dramatic increase in fraud through the abuse
of advance payments for the purposes of importing
goods. Clients will request an advance payment from an
authorised dealer to pay a foreign supplier to cover the cost
of permissible imports, other than capital goods, against
the presentation of an invoice. This advance payment will
only be facilitated upon presentation of a pro forma invoice
and thereafter the funds flow to the overseas party and
at a point in future, the goods will be received. Upon the

Despite verification and risk mitigation by authorised
dealers and SARB before an advance payment is approved
and paid, more than R120 billion has streamed out of South
Africa via this mechanism in the last year. Approximately
40−50% of transactions are being reported monthly to
SARB for non-compliance. The SARB use these reports to
perform further verification with SARS. This allows them
to identify which goods did not arrive, or where the value
of the goods that arrived does not match the payment
sent.
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ANTI-DIVIDEND STRIPPING RULES
THE DILEMMA WITH THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO ANTI-DIVIDEND STRIPPING RULES

60 MIN

THIS IS AN OVERVIEW OF THE
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
THE ANTI-DIVIDEND STRIPPING
RULES AND AN ANALYSIS OF
THE CHALLENGES IT IS LIKELY TO
CREATE FOR TAXPAYERS IN THE
SHORT TERM

The general perception of
commentators appears to be that
the Budget Review 2019 was less
eventful from a tax perspective than in
previous years, as may perhaps have
been expected in an election year
and considering the tough economic
conditions currently experienced
in South Africa. Annexure C of this
document, however, contains a
number of tax proposals that may have
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significant implications for those affected by it. One such proposal relates to
amendments to be made to the anti-dividend stripping rules.

BACKGROUND TO THE PROPOSAL
The introduction of dividends tax in 2012, and in particular the exemption of
dividends paid by one resident company to another, created opportunities for
taxpayers to extract value from companies in a tax-exempt manner.
In 2017 the National Treasury introduced anti-dividend stripping rules to prevent
taxpayers from extracting value from shares through such dividends and
thereafter disposing of the shares at a point when the value − and by implication
capital gains tax on such value − is significantly lower than it would have been
had it not been for the exempt dividend. Section 22B and paragraph 43A of the
Eighth Schedule of the Income Tax Act apply when a company (shareholder
company) disposes of shares held in another company (investee company) while
it holds or has held during the 18-month period prior to disposal a qualifying
interest in that investee company. The rules are targeted at exempt dividends
that accrued to or were received by the shareholder company by reason of the
disposal of the shares or during the 18 months prior to the disposal of such
shares. The amount of any exempt dividends that constitute extraordinary
dividends is treated as part of the proceeds from the disposal of the shares for
tax purposes. The nature of the proceeds will depend on whether the shares
were held as trading stock or as capital assets by the shareholder company.
These rules became effective from the date that the first draft rules were
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the company. The proposal indicates
that amendments will be made to
the dividend-stripping rules to curb
this abuse. Importantly, the proposal
indicates that the amendments will
take effect on 20 February 2019, being
the date that the Budget Review 2019
was published.

ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSAL
The concern with this proposal is not
with the principle to curb abuse of
an anti-avoidance rule that has been
identified, but rather the uncertainty
that the announcement causes. The
only clue as to the arrangements
targeted that is provided in the Budget
Review 2019 is that the arrangements
involve significant dividend
distributions to existing shareholders
and subsequent dilution of their
shareholding when shares are issued
to a third party.

published in the Draft Taxation Laws
Amendment Bill for 2017 on 19 July
2017.
The rules were amended in 2018 to
make provision for it to interact with
the corporate roll-over rules and allow
tax neutral reorganisation transactions
without being hindered by the antidividend stripping rules.

THE PROPOSAL IN THE BUDGET
REVIEW
The National Treasury announced
in the Budget Review 2019 that it
had identified arrangements that
undermine the anti-dividend stripping
rules. These arrangements apparently
involve the distribution of significant
dividends to existing shareholders
followed by dilution of their
shareholding through a subscription
for shares by a third party. The existing
shareholder does not immediately
dispose of its diluted shareholding in
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While it may be relatively easy to
speculate as to what an abusive
arrangement that involves these two
elements may entail in an extreme
sense, there are many commercial
arrangements not aimed at abusing the
dividend-stripping rules that may also
involve these two elements. One such
an example is found in arrangements
to introduce new shareholders to
a company to improve its level of
compliance with the B-BBEE codes.
In order to achieve affordability for
the new shareholder, a dividend is
declared to existing shareholders,
followed by a subscription by the new
shareholder which dilutes the interest
of the existing shareholders. This
subscription is often at a nominal value
or significant discount. The fact that
the two characteristics identified as
those of abusive arrangements that
will be targeted by the amendments
are present in this transaction means
that a risk exists that a non-abusive
arrangement such as the one
described, undertaken on or after 20
February 2019, could inadvertently
also be subject to the amendments.
As the amendments that are
ultimately promulgated for inclusion

in the Income Tax Act are open for
comment and are subject to extensive
consultation, the expectation is that
the amendments should be targeted
in a manner that does not cause
commercial transactions (especially in
a B-BBEE context) to no longer being
economically viable, but still catch
those arrangement considered to be
abusive. A taxpayer will however only
have certainty as to what is considered
abusive or problematic by the National
Treasury once the rules have been
drafted.
Taxpayers will probably only get
their first glimpse of the proposed
amendments, and with it some degree
of certainty, when the draft taxation
laws amendment bills are released
for comment later this year. In the
example provided earlier, in practice
this will mean that a taxpayer may find
itself in a position of having to choose
between taking a significant leap of
faith by entering into a transactions
without knowing what the tax
implications may be, as the law that
already applies still needs to drafted,
or face the impediment of having to
operate a business with lower levels
of compliance with the B-BBEE
codes, because it may not be able to
implement an arrangement to improve
its compliance with the codes due to a
lingering tax uncertainty.
It is submitted that this outcome
does not promote an environment
conducive to business, economic
empowerment or tax compliance. This
concern can be alleviated to an extent
by more detailed information on the
scope of the proposal by the National
Treasury, especially considering its 20
February 2019 effective date. In the
meantime, and potentially until the
release of the draft legislation later this
year, taxpayers would need to tread
very cautiously and possibly explore
other alternatives which may bring
about their own risks, both from a
commercial and tax perspective, when
they consider entering into a nonabusive commercial arrangement that
has the two characteristics alluded to
in the announcement.
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